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Verenigde Bedrijven Jansen-Wijsmuller & Beuns B.V.
in Wormer, The Netherlands is, together with our sister
company CEKA Handelsonderneming B.V. the foremost
wholesaler - both nationally and internationally - for the
graphic industry and affiliated markets.
Started in 1777 as a tannery in Amsterdam (NL),
named Wijsmuller, we nowadays offer an almost
one-stop shopping solution for amongst others:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our sales representatives will be happy to visit you in
order to examine possible solutions to your queries.
In spite of the information highway we believe that
a personal approach is indispensable.
Our motto: to deliver the right material, in the right
quantity, at the right place, at the right time!

bookbinding companies;
printers;
luxury (small) box-making companies;
libraries;
archives and museums;
restoration and conservation workshops;
ring binder producers;
sign and advertising industry.

Our 2000 m² warehouse stocks more than 5000
different items. We are proud to say that we are one
of the most comprehensive stock-keeping wholesalers
in the BENELUX-area. Our team of 15 enthusiastic
employees will gladly help and assist you.
Our aim is to serve the needs of all our customers, big
and small. Rarely there will be minimum order or quantity
requirement. We aim to give a 24 to 48 hour service
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in the Benelux area, which means that stock items will
be delivered to you, at your doorstep within 48 hours.

PO Box 166, 1530 AD Wormer
Veerdijk 44, 1531 MS Wormer
The Netherlands
T: +31 75 621 1001
F: +31 75 621 6811
E: info@jwb-ceka.nl
I : www.jwb-ceka.com

KRAUSE AG
Tösstalstrasse 55
8492 Wila
Switzerland
T: +41 52 385 26 21
F: +41 52 385 29 18
E: kontakt@krause.ch
www.krause.ch
FSC,themarkofresponsibleforestry
SGS-COC-006872
©1996ForestStewardshipCouncilA.C.
Onlytheproductsthatareidentifiedassuch
areFSCcertified.
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The Jansen-Wijsmuller & Beuns specialty

After an unsuccessful search for a good archival storage
box, the Municipal Archives of Amsterdam decided in
the mid eighties to develop their own system. They subsequently asked Jansen-Wijsmuller & Beuns, renowned
as supplier of restoration and conservation products,
to organise the marketing, acquisition and logistical
aspects. This alliance resulted in “The Amsterdam Box”,
also known as Box Code 169. It became famous, even
far beyond the Dutch frontiers.
Jansen-Wijsmuller & Beuns is proud to be in charge of the
production, logistics and marketing of this archive box.
Awareness and recognition for the need of a good
storage system for cultural heritage, also further
enhanced by the ‘Archief-wet’ (Archive Law) of 2005,
has grown dramatically. This resulted in an extensive
delivery program of acid free boxes that comply with
the ICN requirements. And this program still expands.
Currently our range consists of more than 100
different sizes in a.o. archival boxes, archival cassettes,
poster folders, (glass) negative boxes, clam shell boxes, etc.
In order to warrant the quality of these materials,
the Municipal Archives of Amsterdam carry out random
inspections. Besides that, all boxes are subject to tests
based on the quality requirements of the Instituut
Collectie Nederland (ICN). Upon request we gladly
supply the bi-annual declarations of conformity.
Ever increasing quality requirements for the packaging
of objects constantly inspires us to improve the quality
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of the boxes. As a result we have the ability to supply
from stock, more and more boxes that meet the ICN
quality requirements 3 and 11. The Amsterdam box e.g.
is available in both the ICN 4/10 (for mid term storage;
brown), as well as the ICN 3/11 (for long term storage;
grey-blue) quality. The material, from which our boxes
are made, has been PAT-tested by the Rochester Institute
of Technology in the U.S.A. and complies with the
ISO 14523 standard. Even long before it was mentioned
in the Regeling Duurzaamheid Archiefbescheiden
(Regulation on the Durability of Historical Files) a staple
binder, meeting all standards, was available at
Jansen-Wijsmuller & Beuns. Upon request a copy
of the declarations of conformity will be supplied.
To offer our customers a total package, our program
consists, next to our own acid-free boxes, acid-free
wrapping paper and board and acid free filing
mechanisms, of the Nomi® boxes (acid free boxes
made to size), Arche archival products and Klug board.
From the company Secol we supply the extensive range
polyester archival systems.
With respect to our corporate social responsibility,
but also upon request from our clients,
Jansen-Wijsmuller & Beuns has become FSC-certified.
In the near future more and more archival and
conservation products will be supplied with an
FSC-certificate. Check our website for the latest
update or contact us under +31 75 621 1001.
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The construction of storage systems

The acid-free storage systems are delivered flat and
available in many different sizes. They can be assembled
easily thanks to the simple folding construction.
These storage systems can be categorised into:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Archive boxes
Poster folders
Boxes for negatives
Boxes for graphics
Newspaper boxes
Museum boxes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Archive cassettes
Boxes for glass negatives
Photo boxes
(Building) plan boxes
Roll storage boxes
Storage boxes

Archive boxes
Research into the incurrence and/or existence of a
microclimate in boxes established that grip holes may
influence the microclimate. If the climate in the storage
facility is not very favourable it is advised to keep the
boxes as tightly closed as possible. Should the facility
be acclimatised, creating an extra opening can prevent
the incurrence of a microclimate within the box.
Our archive boxes offer this possibility. The pre-cut flap
can be removed, or not, whatever seemed necessary.
The use of the box itself is not affected by it. For frail
and vulnerable archival materials we developed a box
for horizontal storage (nr. 186) with the dimensions:
354 x 228 x 80 mm. These dimensions have been
selected deliberately. The box is exactly twice as wide as
the standard archive box (nr. 169) while the height of
three of these boxes equals that of one box 169.
Therefore both systems can be combined without any
loss of space on the shelf.
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Archive cassettes
Archive cassettes for the storage of small, thin books,
magazines, leaflets etc. are developed as an alternative
for synthetic (mostly PVC) cassettes. The cassette is
equipped with a flip-over flap in both front and back,
which provides a high stability.

Clamshell boxes
Clamshell boxes have a fixed lid that hinges. The lids
cover the boxes and provide a complete enclosure.
The boxes are very stable and can be stacked easily.
This type of box comprises of: glass negative boxes,
negative boxes, graphic boxes, photo boxes, newspaper
boxes, plan boxes and roll storage boxes.

Two-piece boxes
Two-piece boxes consist of a bottom and a loose lid,
which covers the bottom either in part or completely. In
the latter case the lid provides extra stability to the box.

Poster folders and charter folders
A poster folder can be compared to a dust cover.
Three small flaps, top, bottom and right, are folded
inwards, after which the large flap completely covers
it all. The charter folder, especially developed for the
storage of charters, is suited for A4 sized material and
is equipped with a flap closure.

1. For archiving upright, the ‘Amsterdamse Doos’, box code
816.169 is the ideal archive box.
2. Paper has a memory of the shape it has been in. Curling
and curves caused by sagging will deteriorate over time and
eventually stay. For archiving unbound paper objects, a flat
storage is therefore preferred. Archive box code 816.186
has especially been developed for that.
3. Archives consist of various objects in different sizes. Almost
never the shape and size are the same. As a logical order is
essential in an archive, a combination of an upright and flat way
of archiving is essential. Without the loss of space of course.
Archive boxes 816.186 and 816.169 can easily be combined on
one shelf. The chronology of the archive does not have to
be disrupted while the shelf space is used to the max.
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Folding plan of archive boxes
Please note that the embossing “Gem.Arch.A’dam - JWB - box code” should always be inside the box.
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Folding plan of other storage boxes
Please note that the embossing “Gem.Arch.A’dam - JWB - box code” should always be inside the box.
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TYPE A
Inside measure
Art. No.

Description

length x width x height

816.139.3/11
816.141
816.142
816.143
816.144
816.145
816.146
816.148
816.151
816.152*
816.153
816.155
816.156
816.158
816.164
816.166
816.167*
816.168*
816.169*
816.169.3/11*
816.170*
816.170.3/11*
816.171*
816.171.3/11*
816.172*
816.172.3/11*
816.173*
816.174*
816.175
816.176
816.178*
816.179
816.180
816.180.3/11
816.181*
816.181.3/11*
816.182*
816.182.3/11*
816.183*

Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box

335
380
380
380
380
490
370
490
490
400
360
311
337
380
361
297
332
385
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
410
410
357
410
390
390
380
380
410
410
490

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

110
140
180
200
240
90
114
114
80
120
140
78
109
80
106
74
107
50
114
114
75
75
90
90
150
150
185
200
180
200
109
140
150
150
124
124
100
100
114

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

245
220
220
220
220
315
114
400
365
290
320
180
259
290
251
235
231
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
259
290
285
285
260
260
290
290
315

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

without grip hole
the Amsterdam Box
complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

TYPE A (continue)
Inside measure
Art. No.

Description

length x width x height

816.183.3/11*
816.185*
816.187
816.188
816.189*

Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box

490
450
360
260
380

x
x
x
x
x

114
114
114
95
150

x
x
x
x
x

315
315
260
175
270

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.

TYPE B
Inside measure
Description

816.190
816.191*
816.191.3/11*
816.192*
816.192.3/11*
816.193*
816.193.3/11*
816.INZ

Print box
605 x 430 x 80 mm
Glass negative box 185 x 135 x 40 mm
Glass negative box 185 x 135 x 40 mm
Glass negative box 300 x 240 x 40 mm
Glass negative box 300 x 240 x 40 mm
Print box
430 x 305 x 60 mm
Print box
430 x 305 x 60 mm
Insert for print box 300 x 425 x 10 mm
from 400 gsm acid free, buffered cardboard
Print box
605 x 430 x 60 mm
Print box
605 x 430 x 60 mm
Insert for print box 600 x 425 x 10 mm
from 400 gsm acid free, buffered cardboard
Print box
855 x 605 x 60 mm
Print box
855 x 605 x 60 mm
Print box
310 x 245 x 50 mm
Print box
255 x 190 x 50 mm
Negative box
245 x 185 x 40 mm
Print box
305 x 245 x 30 mm
Print box
405 x 305 x 30 mm
Print box
505 x 405 x 30 mm
Negative box
150 x 135 x 60 mm
Print box
325 x 265 x 40 mm
Glass negative box 128 x 95 x 40 mm
Glass negative box 125 x 90 x 45 mm
Print box
294 x 296 x 59 mm
Print box
310 x 245 x 80 mm
Print box
315 x 245 x 80 mm

816.194*
816.194.3/11*
816.INZE
816.195*
816.195.3/11*
816.196*
816.197
816.198
816.200*
816.201*
816.202*
816.203
816.204*
816.205
816.207.3/11
816.225
816.227
816.228.3/11

length x width x height

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

Acid-free storage systems

Art. No.

for album pages

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.
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TYPE B (continue)
Inside measure
Art. No.

Description

length x width x height

816.403
816.404*
816.405*
816.410
816.411*
816.412
816.502

Print box
Print box
Print box
Print box
Print box
Print box
Print box

620
707
355
368
460
855
395

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

470
505
255
293
340
605
295

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

50
40
50
54
60
30
135

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

for cadastral registers

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.

Charter storage
For a safe, isolated, stackable archiving of charters and other vulnerable objects.
The charter storages fit exactly in the print boxes 193, 194 and 195 (see archive box Type B).
The charter storage is produced of single layered board of Klug Conservation and complies
with the highest standard of age persistency. They are die-cut out of one piece. The raised
edges can be anchored by removing the perforation holes manually.
Charter storage 193
Charter storage 194
Charter storage 195

outside measure: 425 x 300 x 20 mm
outside measure: 603 x 425 x 20 mm
outside measure: 850 x 600 x 20 mm

inside measure: 370 x 245 x 17 mm
inside measure: 550 x 370 x 17 mm
inside measure: 795 x 545 x 17 mm

For seal covers; see page 26.

TYPE C
Inside measure
Art. No.

Description

length x width x height

816.140.3/11*
816.147
816.149
816.154
816.186*
816.186.3/11*
816.400*
816.401

Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Print box
Print box

364
354
286
326
354
354
570
700

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

268
260
163
286
228
228
420
550

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

104
80
100
100
80
80
120
120

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

complies to quality requirement no. 3/11

horizontal storage
horizontal storage - complies to requirement no. 3/11
for newspapers
for newspapers

TYPE C (continue)
Inside measure
Art. No.

Description

length x width x height

816.402*
816.406
816.407*
816.408
816.409

Print box
Print box
Print box
Print box
Print box

520
365
450
500
600

x
x
x
x
x

370
233
330
450
500

x
x
x
x
x

120
110
180
150
120

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

for newspapers

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.

TYPE D
Inside measure
Description

length x width x height

816.162
816.163*
816.165*
816.221.3/11
816.222.3/11
816.223
816.224

Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Card Box
Card Box
Card Box
Card Box

350
350
350
385
490
350
400

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

110
160
210
141
155
135
104

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

85
110
160
160
130
100
104

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

A7 card box
A6 card box
A5 card box
complies with quality requirement no. 3/11
complies with quality requirement no. 3/11

also for 35 mm roll films

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.

TYPE E
Inside measure
Art. No.

Description

length x width x height

816.159
816.177
816.184
816.199

Archive box
Archive box
Archive box
Archive box

250
245
400
381

x
x
x
x

114
114
150
143

x
x
x
x

320
364
490
490

mm
mm
mm
mm

Acid-free storage systems

Art. No.

for X-ray photographs
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TYPE F
Inside measure
Art. No.

Description

816.300*
816.300.3/11*
816.301*
816.302
816.303
816.304

Poster folder
Poster folder
Poster folder
Poster folder
Poster folder
Poster folder

length x width x height

1.203
1.203
920
1.120
1.172
1.120

x
x
x
x
x
x

872
872
605
820
822
820

x
x
x
x
x
x

10
10
10
20
6
10

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

complies to quality requirement no. 3/11

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.

TYPE G
Inside measure
Art. No.

Description

length x width x height

816.160
816.503*
816.504
816.505.3/11
816.550*
816.551*
816.551A*
816.700

Card box
Museum box
Museum box
Card box
Museum box
Museum box
Insert (with crease lines)
Depot box

350
240
286
400
326
326
320
296

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

250
170
250
250
286
286
280
256

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

170
180
239
170
191
291
143
281

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

archive cards
llibrary box with ‘lock’
complies to quality requirement no. 3/11

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.

TYPE H

Type H boxes have a loose lid
Inside measure

Art. No.

Description

816.161
816.206
816.226
816.500
816.501
816.552*
816.553*
816.554*

Archive box
Negative box
Print box
Print box
Print box
Museum box
Museum box
Museum box

length x width x height

450
360
1.000
610
700
584
440
844

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

350
192
700
450
450
383
383
564

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

150
140
35
50
150
196
196
200

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

TYPE H (continue)

Type H boxes have a loose lid
Inside measure

Art. No.

Description

816.555*
816.556

Museum box
Museum box

length x width x height

1.104 x 562 x 150 mm
1.180 x 385 x 105 mm

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.

TYPE J
Inside measure
Art. No.

Description

816.600*
816.601*

Drawing box
Drawing box

length x width x height

1.180 x 125 x 135 mm
1.285 x 125 x 135 mm

tube box
tube box

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.

Inside measure
Art. No.

Description

length x width x height

816.701*
816.702*
816.703*

Archive slipcase
Archive slipcase
Archive slipcase

224 x 280 x 98 mm
250 x 368 x 115 mm
224 x 280 x 98 mm

with raised rim

Acid-free storage systems

TYPE K

without raised rim
without raised rim

* Standard size: available from stock, in any quantity.
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TYPE L
Inside measure
Art. No.

Description

length x width x height

816.150
816.150.3/11

Stamp box
Stamp box

302 x 215 x 12 mm
302 x 215 x 12 mm

Art. No.

Description

length x width x height

816.157
816.710
816.711

Open archive box
Open archive box
Open archive box

357 x 109 x 259 mm
273 x 83 x 178 mm
374 x 89 x 237 mm

Art. No.

Description

length x width x height

816.900

Depot box

300 x 200 x 400 mm

A4 stamp storage
complies to quality requirement no. 3/11

TYPE M
Inside measure
as 816.178, though without lid

TYPE N
Inside measure
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glued, opens at the short side

Acid-free storage systems
19
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Acid-free wrapping materials

For the storage of documents, files and objects we
supply high-quality, acid-free wrapping paper, board,
envelopes, archive folders (with and without dust flaps)
and corresponding tab-pages. The acid-free wrapping
paper is used for wrapping up an object, after which
it can be stored safely in an acid-free archive box.
The thicker paper and or board as well as the larger sizes
can be used as interleaves. You will be insured of a safe
storage if your valuable objects are stored in this manner.

Both the acid-free paper as well as the board have been
tested by the Rochester Institute of Technology and they
have passed the PAT-test ISO 14523.

Acid-free wrapping materials

The acid-free wrapping paper as well as the products
made of it (envelopes and interleaves), comply in all
weights with quality requirement no. 1 (paper) of the
“Instituut Collectie Nederland”. The acid-free board
as well as the products made of the same material
(folders, maps) as well as the click bindings (par. 6),
comply, in all substances, with quality requirement
no. 2 (folders including filling mechanism) of the
“Instituut Collectie Nederland”.

The base material of the acid-free paper and board
consists of:
• 100% wood-free cellulose;
• pH-value 7,5 to 8;
• buffered with calcium carbonate;
• slightly wet strength.
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Acid-free wrapping paper
Sheets
Weights:
Sizes:

Rolls
Weights:
Length:
Width

135 gsm; 160 gsm; 175 gsm
36 x 68 cm - short grain
68 x 108 cm - long grain

130 gsm
150 m
120 cm

Acid-free envelopes (ungummed flaps)
Material:

acid-free paper, 135 gsm

Pocket envelop – opening at the short side
250 x 353 mm
minimum 1 box with 250 pieces
185 x 280 mm
minimum 1 box with 400 pieces
Wallet envelop – opening at the long side
170 x 225 mm
minimum 1 box with 350 pieces
240 x 340 mm
minimum 1 box with 250 pieces
Other sizes upon request.

Acid-free index tabs
The index tabs are punched with 2 holes at the short side. Space between
the holes is 80 mm; space from the side approx. 10 mm; Ø is 5 to 6 mm.
Material:
Size:

acid-free paper, 160 gsm
120 x 225 mm

Other sizes or executions upon request.
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Acid-free board
Material:
Sizes:

acid-free board, 290 gsm
36 x 68 cm - short grain
68 x 108 cm - long grain
90 x 120 cm - long grain

Archive folders
Die-cut in one piece; flaps not glued.
Material:
Folded sizes:

Archive folder
Die-cut in one piece; round corners; flaps not glued; top- and
bottom flap 75 mm, side flap 95 mm.
Material:
Folded size:

acid-free board, 290 gsm
260 x 370 cm

Acid-free wrapping materials

acid-free board, 290 gsm
240 x 360 cm
230 x 310 cm (A4)
170 x 245 cm
200 x 250 cm
220 x 280 cm
270 x 355 cm
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Archive folder
With an extra big side flap of 185 mm, extra glued top- and bottom flap
of 145 mm (adhesive pH-neutral).
Material:
Folded size:

acid-free board, 290 gsm
230 x 350 mm

Archive folders without flaps
With a glued back (adhesive pH-neutral), 80 mm perforation (4 holes).
Material:
Folded size:

acid-free board, 290 gsm
230/218 x 345 mm
250/225 x 315 mm (= A4)
255/230 x 360 mm

Archive Hanging file
With a glued back (adhesive pH-neutral), 4 perforations and 1 die-cut window.
Material:
Folded size:
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acid-free board, 290 gsm
265/220 x 355 mm

Archive L- or leaf folder
Opening at one short and one long side.
Material:
Folded sizes:

acid-free board, 250 gsm
230 x 310 mm (= A4)

Other sizes and executions available upon request.

Four Flaps, for the storage of glass negatives
Material: Acid-free, photo archival paper, 90 gsm; manufactured of 100%
cotton fibre from pure cotton linters; unglued; not buffered;
pH-value app. 6 to 7
Execution: with creased folds, fitting on glass negative size and with extra fold
at 2 mm for the thickness of the glass negative

Other sizes available upon request.

Photo archival paper
The material of which Four Flaps are made.
Sheet size:

920 x 760 mm

Acid-free wrapping materials

Suitable for glass negative formats (mm):
60 x 90
90 x 120
122 x 165
167 x 218
240 x 300
82 x 82
100 x 130
130 x 180
180 x 240
300 x 400
Comply with the PAT-test per ISO 14523, as well as the Silver Tarnish Test.
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Covers
Covers for absolute protection of seals, coins, medals, etc., in different sizes.
The covers are made of 100% polyester fleece of 300 gsm, thickness 2,9 mm.
The material is free of softening agents, light resistant, transfers no electrical
energy and resistant to scouring.
For seal size

Size cover

35 mm
45 mm
55 mm
70 mm
80 mm
90 mm

5,1 x 6,1 mm
7,1 x 6,1 mm
8,6 x 7,3 mm
10,6 x 9,0 mm
11,6 x 9,9 mm
13,0 x 11,0 mm

Buffer-free wrapping Tissue (rolls and sheets)
Material:
Sheet sizes:
Roll size:

buffer-free, wood-, bleach- and acid-free paper, 18 gsm
50 x 75 cm; 100 x 75 cm
1.000 m x 100 cm

Complies with the PAT Test per ANSI IT 9.16. - ISO 10214.

Buffered wrapping Tissue (rolls and sheets)
Rolls
Material:
Length:
Width:

buffered, wood-, bleach- and acid-free paper, 21 gsm
500 m
99 cm

Sheets
Material:
Size:

buffered, wood-, bleach- and acid-free paper, 28 gsm
76 x 100 cm

Complies with the PAT Test per ANSI IT 9.16. - ISO 10214.
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Transparent paper - Utoplex
Material:
Sheet sizes:

transparent paper, pH-value 6,5 to 7, 80 gsm
42 x 59,4 cm
(fits printbox 194)
59,4 x 84,1 cm (fits printbox 195)
70 x 100 cm

Complies with the PAT Test ISO 18916.

Click bindings (used in archive folders without flaps and hanging files)
This archive-clip is made of 3 parts: the black bow is made of polypropylene,
the layer is made of ABS and the white bow is made of polyethylene.
The click bindings are packed per part either in small bags of 100 pieces,
or in small boxes of 500 pieces. Also per 100 in complete sets available.

For the storage of notaries acts. Both parts comply with current ‘Archief Wet’
(archive law). Usage is simple: first put the screw-body through the
perforation gap en then press the screw-head on the body.
Material:
Colour:
Screw capacity:
Thickness spacer:
Diameter spacer:

polypropylene
white, black, transparent, blue, green, red, yellow
3, 5, 7½ or 10 mm
1 mm
11,8 mm

Acid-free wrapping materials

Plastic Binder Screws
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Acid-free museum board

Material:
Sheet size:

acid-free, first class cellulose board, calcium carbonate
buffered, pH-value 7,5 to 8
71 x 101 cm

Board weight

No. of plies

420 gsm
840 gsm
1.260 gsm
1.680 gsm

1
2
3
4

Sheet size:
Board weight

Thickness

Colour

app. 0,5 mm
app. 1 mm
app. 1,5 mm
app. 2 mm

white and cream
white and cream
white
cream

Thickness

Colour

Acid-free museum board

Pure, acid-free museum board

90 x 120 cm
No. of plies

420 gsm
1
app. 0,5 mm
white and cream
840 gsm
2
app. 1 mm
white and cream
1.260 gsm
3
app. 1,5 mm
white and cream
1.680 gsm
4
app. 2 mm
cream
Pure, acid-free museum board. Complies with the PAT Test ISO 14523.
Available in different shades, paper weights and sizes, upon request.
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Auxiliary - and restoration materials

Roll length:
Widths:

100 m
15/16 mm and 20/21 mm

Auxiliary - and restoration materials

Twill ribbon beige in fishbone design
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Acid-free, self-adhesive labels in archive quality
Suitable for laser-, inkjet- and matrix printers.
Material:

cotton archival rag end leaf paper, buffered with calcium
carbonate, pH appr. 8,5: warm extract, 80 gsm
Packing:
100 sheets per pack
Overall sheet size: 210 x 299 mm
Label sizes:

labels per sheet

31 x 38 mm
32 x 63 mm
46 x 11,1 mm
50 x 30 mm
63 x 96 mm
80 x 100 mm
103 x 150 mm
210 x 297 mm

45
27
84
36
9
6
4
1

Acid-free, self-adhesive labels
Suitable for matrix printers.
Material:
Label size:
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100% cellulose
60 x 111 mm

overall sheet size 205 x 299 mm

Blotting paper
VCV

Paper weight:
Sizes:

VM235 - 100% cotton

120 gsm
61 x 100 cm
90 x 120 cm

VCV

Paper weight:
Sizes:

Paper weight:
Size:

235 gsm
75 x 100 cm

VCL/P - 25% cotton

160 gsm
50 x 62 cm
62 x 100 cm

Paper weight:
Size:

300 gsm
80 x 105 cm

Japanese Restoration Papers
To restore and repair objects.
Original Japanese papers are produced out of various materials such as Kozu,
Mitsumata, Manila, etc. Available in various paper weights; in rolls and sheets.
For an overview see: www.jwb-ceka.nl.

For restoring damaged objects, covers e.g.
Available in many different shades.
Paper weight:
Size:

90 to 95 gsm
50 x 65 cm - short grain

Auxiliary - and restoration materials

French marble paper
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Document repair tape
Document repair tape is specially developed for temporary repair of e.g.
documents. It protects the object against further damage until final restoration.
The tape is fully reversible and has a pH of 7,0 to 7,5.
Roll width:
Roll length:

25 mm
30 or 350 m.

Japanese Repair Tape P025 - Self-adhesive
Tape for repairing cracks; buffered with calcium carbonate.
Roll width:
Roll length:

2 or 4 cm.
50 m

Self-adhesive paper P045
Opaque, acid-free, self-adhesive paper for e.g. reinforcing booklets.
Roll width:
Roll length:
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2 cm
50 m

LightCheck® paper
A substrate that enables evaluation of the quantity of light received by an artefact
during exhibition. LightCheck® is made of a light sensitive coating on a substrate.
The colour of LightCheck® will change depending on the cumulative luminous exposure it receives. When the value is compared to the advised maximum luminous
exposure an artefact may receive, damages as a result of light can be prevented.
A calibration has been established between the colour and the luminous exposure. This colour change is proportional to the luminous exposure. LightCheck®
must be placed in such a position that it will receive the same exposure as the
artefact that is under observation/investigation.
LightCheck® strips are available in two versions:
• LightCheck® Ultra “LCU”, to monitor the exhibition of highly sensitive objects;
• LightCheck® Sensitive “LCS”, for moderately sensitive objects.

NOVO Testing paper

Both papers are being produced according to the paper production technology
prior to 1950, have a pH value of 4 to 5, contain no OBA’s (Optical Bleaching
Agents) and are being recommended by ‘das Deutsche Intitut für Normung
e.V. (DIN)’: the German Institute of Norm Standardization e.V.
NOVO 1:

Sheet size:
Colour:
Weight:
NOVO 2:
Sheet size:
Colour:
Weight:

Wood-containing, contains > 55% mechanical
pulp (CTMP), lignin 17% - Kappa 113, 12 to
15% China clay, other; bleached cellulose pulp
70 x 100 cm
white
90 gsm
Wood-free, glazed, 100%
bleached cellulose pulp
70 x 100 cm
white
70 gsm

Auxiliary - and restoration materials

Testing papers for paper deacidification - recommended by the German
Institute for Standardization “DIN” - for the examination of successful deacidification treatment procedures of acidic based printing and writing papers. For
archives, museums, libraries, etc. a guidance tool enabling them to implement
and control proper deacidification methods. For the deacidification provider
the possibility through the application of the DIN recommendation to certify
his procedure and thus enabling to offer services transparent to all and also
comparable to similar methods available on the market.
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pH-pen
A fibre-based pen based on Chlorophenol red, for indicating whether a porous
paper is acidic or alkaline. Instructions provided on barrel of the pen.

Book Support
Plexiglas book support for optimal support of a book while reading
or exhibiting. Dimensions: 25 x 35 cm.

Leather and parchment
A complete line of all types of leather and parchment (sheep, goat, calf, etc.)
in various colours, for repair and restoration.
For a full overview, see www.jwb-ceka.nl.
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Adhesives
A complete series of different adhesives especially for restoration.
• (powder-) starch;
• hare glue;
• PVA glue PAT-tested (solvent-, softening agent-free, pH app. 7,
for manual use. Complies with PAT test per ANSI IT 9.16. / ISO 14523-1999;
• PVA glue reversible, for manual use.
For a full overview, see www.jwb-ceka.nl.

Gloves
For working safely with (vulnerable) objects. The gloves have a thumb inlay and
half long sleeve. Made of 100% cotton; available in the sizes 7 to 14.

Quality asks for knowledge, capable hands and the right tools. For almost any
tool; from cicero ruler to mat board cutter (from manually to computer
operated), from scissors for left-handed people (of course for right-handed also)
to Japanese brushes. And more.
For a full overview, see www.jwb-ceka.nl.

Auxiliary - and restoration materials

Tools
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Cleaning materials

AKAPAD-pads
Akapad is used for dry cleaning contaminated surfaces e.g. walls, ceilings,
paintings, fresco’s, (wall)paintings, (wall-)paper, textile, etc.
Available in:

4101 soft
4121 hard
4141 extra hard

Cleaning materials

AKAPAD-pads - white
Akapad white has been developed for the gentle cleaning of papers, plans,
other documents and any sensitive surface.
Free of chlorine and sulphur and pH neutral.
Available in:

4151 white

Complies with the ICN-requirements for surface cleaning of papers.
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Akawipe (powder)
Akawipe has been developed specialy for the dry cleaning and removal
of carbon black on documents and plans.
The cleaning can be performed manually or – with careful handling – with
appliances, e.g. orbital disc sander. Packed in bags of 500 g.
Available in:

4301 soft
4351 white: for very sensitive, paper objects

Smoke sponge
To trap and remove soot, dirt and smoke damage from a variety of substrates.
Available in small and large.

Draft Clean Powder
A very fine cleaning powder for cleaning of fragile, moulded paper
and parchment.
Available in pads (two sizes: 4 oz = 113 g and 8 oz = 226 g) and
in a can (2 lb = 900 g).
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Museum Vacuum Cleaner 555MU-E
With electronically controlled blow- and suction power.
Complete set type 555MU-E HEPA - 1.300 Watt - with six-ary filtration on
HEPA-level consists of:
1 vacuum cleaner type 555MU-E HEPA (with PH-726 filter), 1.300 Watt;
1 blow-set PH-708;
1 mini set (= miniature nozzle tip-set) PHU-10;
1 carrier bag PH-709;
1 set of 5 dust catchers PH-722.
The vacuum cleaner can also be bought separately.
Extra accessories and spare parts (filters, dust bags, etc.) available.

Museum Vacuum Cleaner 777MU
With an electronically controlled blow- and suction power.
Complies with ISO classification nr. 7.

The vacuum cleaner can also be bought separately.
Extra accessories and spare parts (filters, dust bags, etc.) available.

Cleaning materials

Complete set consists of:
1 vacuum cleaner 777MU (ISO nr. 7)
1 Melt blown Filter bag (content 9 litre) MT-751
1 HEPA filter cartridge motor filter MT-753
1 HEPA filter cassette blow filter MT-757
1 mini set (= miniature nozzle tip set) PHU-10
1 set tubes 3-part PHU-28
1 set mouth pieces 6-part PHU-21
1 brush for lining, slideable mouth piece PHU-22
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Dust Bunny
Made of yellow micro fibre: 16” x 16” (app. 40 x 40 cm).
Packed per 10 pieces.

SUMA BAC D10
A liquid detergent and disinfectant, used in accommodations as hospitals,
restaurants, archives etc.
Properties:
• Cleans and disinfects at once;
• Based on quaternary ammonium compound;
• Authorized by the “College Belating Bestrijdingsmiddelen”
under no. 11398N;
• For all water hardnesses.
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Deacidification Solution PTDA
An environmentally acceptable, quick drying solution, which increases the life
of documents, i.e. by neutralising the existing acidity and depositing an alkaline
reserve throughout the paper.
Available in:

cans 19 l
fingertip dispenser of 600 ml

The fingertip dispensers are especially suitable for smaller quantities.
To make the treatment of single books or documents easy and effective.
An information- and safety data sheet will be sent upon request.

PTDA Cleaning Solution
For cleaning of spray units
Available in:

cans of 5 l

Cleaning materials
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Product summary
Polyester archival materials:
Album pages for archival of, i.e. photosgraphs
and negatives
Anti-static record sleeves
Binder pockets
Binders
Black masks for slides (photo-mount)
Bookmark strips
CD-rom box for pockets
CD-rom pockets
Compilation Storage Units

Contact print sheets (for 35 and 60 mm)
Economy pockets
Hanging bars (metal)
Hanging files
Hanging file Storage Units
Marker pens
Melinex - rolls and sheets
Mounting corner stickers
Mounting inserts
Polyester pockets – open on one short side

Polyester sleeve rolls for film strips
Polyester sleeves – open on two short sides
Polyester tapes – single and double sided
Postcard sleeves
Ring binders for album pages
Security pockets
Tyvek envelopes – labels and rolls
Valéron - illuminating and lightproof

Foam board
Four flaps for glass plate negatives
Honeycomb panels
Imitation parchment – envelopes
Imitation parchment – photo pockets
Imitation parchment – in rolls and sheets
Hanging file folders
Index tabs
Insert folders
Light check paper
L-folders
Microfiche envelopes (jacket envelopes)
Microfilm boxes
Microfilm reel identification tags
Museum boxes
Museum board – cellulose
Negative envelopes

Newspaper boxes
Nomi® Boxes
Novo 1 and 2 – test papers
Photo boxes
Photo museum board – cotton linter
Photo museum board – cellulose
Photo archival paper
Poster covers
Protection pockets for wax seals
Record card boxes
Silk tissue paper – rolls and sheets
Storage boxes
Transparent paper (Utoplex)
Tubes – matting and museum board
Undermount board
Wrapping paper – white
Wrapping paper – grey/blue

Restoration and conservation materials:
Archival boxes
Archival cassettes
Backing board
Binding folders
Board – grey/blue
Boxes – made to size
Boxes – for glass plate negatives
Business envelopes
Charter folders
Clam shell boxes
Click binders for folders and suspension folders
Corrugated board 1.6 mm grey/white
Corrugated board 3.0 mm grey/white
Drawing boxes
Duplex board 0,9 mm grey/white
Duplex board 1,4 mm grey/white
Dust folders

Restoration:
Akablast gum powder for spray unit
Akapad – cleaning pads
Akatec – accessories
Akatool – equipment
Akawipe – cleaning powder
Archibond tissue
Archival cloth
Area bounded fibre
Art sorb – in grains and sheets
Beva adhesive
Blotting paper – sheets
Buffermount
Cotton linters – white and off-white
Deacidification liquid – jerry can
Deacidification liquid in spray canister

Document repair tape – DRT
Draft cleaning powder – DCP
Dust bunny
Enzyme pad
Felt
Filter masks
Framing tape – acid free
Heat seal adhesive
Japanese (glue) brushes, paste containers and
paste strainers
Japanese restoration paper – sheets and rolls
Klucel G cellulose
Leather dressing – bees wax
Leather treatment kit
Mount film

Paper tape – gummed, on rolls
Paper testing kit
Paraloid B-67 and B-72 polymer
pH-pen
Pliantex diluent (Pliansolve)
PTFE Cloth
Shirting tape – gummed, on rolls
Silicone release paper
Smoke sponge
Teflon tape
TST web – non-woven
Unglazed Lamatec
Unsupported archibond
Vlieseline
Wool felt

Adhesives:
Animal glue
Bookbinder’s glue for manual- and machine
processing
Bookbinder’s starch
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Gum glue – for self locking envelopes
Hare glue – grains
PVA glue – reversible
PVA glue – PAT tested

Starch
Starch – wheat starch
Tylose & dispersion adhesive

Leather and parchment:
Alum goat – white
Basane natural sheep
Bonded leather
Book title skivers
Calf leather
Calf leather – alum tanned
Calf leather – semi alum tanned
Calf leather – for book spines
Calf parchment – classic thin
Calf parchment – dark classic

Calf parchment – manuscript
Calf parchment – natural, veined and classic
Diploma vellum – sheep
Goat – wafer-thin (restoration)
Goat leather – acid free, alum tanned
Goat parchment – medium
Goat parchment – supple and thin
Goat parchment – white, flexible and thin
Manuscript goatskin
Repair calf – fair

Restoration calf – fair
Skivers – batique
Skivers – goat
Skivers – mottled
Skivers – sheep

Hansa linen
Herforder Library linen
Indio
Librio 09
Mat linen
Nature linen
Premio
Regent linen
Regent linen – carton backing
Werre linen

Artificial leather:
Arbetex A
Arbetex E

Head band
Linen sewing yarns – on cones and spools
Machine yarns
Panduran pen
Paper lined mull
Portfolio ribbon – grey, green or black
Reading ribbon – braided
Reading ribbon – woven

Reading ribbon – woven with print
Twill ribbon – beige with fish bone design
Twill ribbon – grey
Sewing ribbon
Shirting – white, black or coloured
Velcro on rolls

French paring knife with handle –
round and diagonal
Gold knives –160 mm and 190 mm
Gouges and mitred pallets
H & M hand roller
Hand decoration tools
Handle letters
Hot stamping machines
Line pallets
Museum vacuum cleaners – complete set, spare
parts and auxiliaries
Paper knives – real bone
Paper knives – teflon
Paring knives – left or right
Paring gouge – french, diagonal and round
Paring machine

Pinching hammer
Rib pliers
Scalpel blade holder
Scalpel blades – sterile and non-sterile
Scissors – left- and right-handed
Scissors – for head band
Screw presses
Splatter grid
Stack press
Stove – electrical
Table top cardboard guillotine
Tool holders
Type holders – electric and non-electric
Type storage box – PVC
Type storage cabinets – wood
Universal flip press – wood and metal

Other
Aniline leather dye
Leather wax

Cover materials:
Linen:
Antago
Arbeleave Library Buckram
Archival Buckram
Ballonet
Cambio
Cocktail
Cosmo
Eco Buckram
Garant linen

Polyurethane:
Agenda
PVC:
Miradur
Kestodur

Auxiliary materials:

Tools:
Agate stones
Aluminium (cutting) rule
Book saws
Bookbinder’s knives
Bookbinder’s needles
Brass decoration rolls
Brass roll holders
Break-off knives
Brushes – wooden or metal setting
Cicero rulers
Cobbler’s awl
Cutting mats – with scale
Decorative pallets and gouges
Embossing type faces – brass
Embossing type faces – zinc/aluminium alloy
Folding presses

Productoverzicht

Albertina enzyme compress – A
Apron – polyethylene
Bookbinder’s gauze – sewing gauze
Bookbinder’s gauze – 1, 2 and 3 thread
Crepe paper – brown and white
Flax yarn – roving ball
Fleece
Gloves – cotton

For a complete overview see www.jwb-ceka.com.
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Polyester Filing Systems
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A-S Binder-Systems
The combination of binder and security pockets provides the ultimate solution
for bringing order, security and accessibility to all (photographic) material.
Different filing pages, interleaves and mounting inserts can enhance
the binder systems.
Available versions:
• Standard A-S Binder-System
• Grey Boxboard Binder
• Collector’s Choice Binder

Standard A-S Binder-System
Solid frame, covered and lined.
Available in dark blue buckram or blue milskin.
335 x 288 x 41 mm
Buckram
Milskin

ASCOMA4B
COMA4

475 x 375 x 41 mm
Buckram
Milskin

COMA3B
COMA3

Grey Boxboard Binder
Produced out of 1.250 gsm, grey, folding boxboard.
Dimension:
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333 x 310 x 57 mm

GBA4

Collector’s Choice Binder
In dark green library buckram with gold blocked russet, round profiled spine
and brass corners
Dimension:

335 x 288 x 41mm

CCA4B

Hanging File Systems
Offers a highly space efficient and easily indexed means of archiving large
quantities of films and/or prints.
Hanging bars and index tabs are available separately.
Hanging File Storage Unit 415 x 317 x 75 mm
Hanging Bars / per 10
406 mm
Index Tabs inc. labels / per 50
-

HFB415317D75
HB1340BE
IT5020

ZIP Case portfolio
Professional Archival Portfolio offers a totally safe and flexible presentation
system for the display of digital or conventional prints from A4 to A2. Inside,
the portfolio features 25 Display Pockets (for 50 Images back-to-back) secured
on the 4 ring binder mechanism.
A4
350 x 285 x 40 mm
PFA4BKB
A3
465 x 360 x 40 mm
PFA3BKB
A2
645 x 490 x 40 mm
PFA2BKB
Additional pack of 50 pockets:
A4
310 x 220 mm
A3
430 x 320 mm
A2
604 x 442 mm

P1A4SC4Y75SL
P1A3SC4Y75LS
P1A2SC4Y75LS
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Acid-free Interleaves
Punched alpha cellulose sheets provide a visual and protective barrier,
which is assisted by a slight calcium carbonate buffer. Pack per 50 sheets.
A4
A3

315 x 260 mm
440 x 340 mm

ASINLPW
INLPWA3

V-Mount
Each pack comprises 25 strips of 200 mm polyester with a “V” cross
section, with neutral acrylic dry-mounting strip on one outside face.
(Patent 2317336)
25 strips x 200 mm

AMTSTV814Y75

Mounting Corner Strips
A rectangular strip with two dry-mount acrylic adhesive tabs at each end.
Available in packs per 100 strips, in two sizes.
11 x 38 mm
MCS11M38
20 x 100 mm
MCS20M100
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Archival Files with Slipcases
A 4-ring binder with a 45 mm diameter D-ring mechanism; accepts A-S pages.
The separate slipcase provides all-round protection.
A4 Binder
A4 Slipcase
A3 Binder

340 x 300 x 60 mm
340 x 300 x 60 mm
460 x 390 x 60 mm

BD4RP340300
SCBD340300
BD4RP460390

Binder & Security Pockets
The pockets are punched with 4 holes; can be used in all Secol binders.
Packed per 50 pockets.
With the opening along the punched edge (see 1), material is secure on all sides
when placed in a binder. Ideal where contents will be changed infrequently.
A4
P1A4SC4Y75LS
A3
P1A3SC4Y75LS
Manufactured with a separate binding edge to give a storage section
accessible from the top (see 2) even when inside a binder. Ideal if material
is regularly replaced.
A4
P1A4BE4Y75SS
A3
P1A3BE4Y75SS

1

2
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A-S Filing Pages
Vertical binder formats
Size: 317 x 260 mm overall; packed per pack of 50 sheets.
Pockets

AS200P1SE

AS202P4SE

AS201P2SE

1
2
4
2

20
12
20
4

AS208P20SE

AS301P7FW
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Item-no.

AS200P1SE
AS201P2SE
AS202P4SE
AS211P2SE

Size

57 x 54 mm
76 x 66 mm
43 x 65 mm
75 x 230 mm

AS207P12SE

Application

Item-no.

35 mm mounted slides, tickets, coins etc.
6 x 6 and 6 x 7 cm frames, tickets, cards, etc.
cigarette cards, tickets, etc.
6 cm/120 film strips
(opening opposite binder edge)

AS205P20SE
AS207P12SE
AS208P20SE
AS203S4SE

AS203S4SE

Pockets

AS300P4FW

Application

mounting inserts, A4 pages, inkjet prints
A5 notes, covers, pamphlets
A6 postcards, prints, 5 x 4 trans
Panorama prints, 4 cm negative strips, etc.

AS211P2SE

Pockets

AS205P20SE

Size

233 x 303 mm
233 x 154 mm
116 x 154 mm
116 x 303 mm

AS204S7SE

ASCD2

Size

4

230 x 75 mm

7

42 x 230 mm

7

230 x 42 mm

4

124 x 124 mm
153 x 110 mm

Application

Item-no.

6 cm/120 film strips
(opening full width of page)
35 mm film strips
(opening opposite binder edge)
35 mm film strips
(opening full width of page)
2 x CD, DVD, Blu Ray
2x index cards

AS300P4FW
AS204S7SE
AS301P7FW
ASCD2

A-S Suspension Files
Size: 260 x 317 mm overall; packed per pack of 50 sheets.
Pockets

AS100P1

AS101P2

AS102P4

AS106P8

1
2
4
8

Pockets

12
20
4
7
AS107P12

AS103S4

Application

Item-no.

mounting inserts, A4 pages, inkjet prints
A5 notes, covers, pamphlets
A6 postcards, prints, 5 x 4 trans
business cards, playing cards

AS100P1
AS101P2
AS102P4
AS106P8

Size

76 x 76 mm
60 x 54 mm
76 x 230 mm
42 x 230 mm

Application

Item-no.

6 x 6cm (2¼”) frames coins
35 mm mounted slides
6cm/120 film strips
35 mm film strips

AS107P12
AS105P20
AS103S4
AS104S7

AS105P20

AS104S7

Pockets

3
4

AS108P3

Size

309 x 230 mm
154 x 230 mm
154 x 113 mm
76 x 113 mm

Size

Application

Item-no.

102 x 230 mm
124 x 124 mm
153 x 110 mm

stereos, 9” x 4”, panoramas
2 x CD, DVD, Blu Ray
2 x index cards

AS108P3
ASCD2

ASCD2
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Wide Format Suspension Files
Clear
Size: 247 x 350 mm overall; packed per pack of 10 sheets.
HF24P35T/10
AS100P1 /
HF24P35MC/10

HF12P228T/10
AS101P2 /
HF12P228C/10

HF2P648848T/10
AA102P4 /
HF2P648848C/10

HF1P8281348T/10
AS106P8 /
HF1P8281348C/10

Pockets

24
12
2
1

Size

Application

Item-no.

54 x 49 mm
79 x 64 mm
170 x 212 mm
343 x 212 mm

35 mm mounted slides
6 x 6 slides

HF24P35T
HF12P228T
HF2P648848T
HF1P8281348T

Colourview (mat)
Size: 247 x 350 mm overall; packed per pack of 10 sheets.
Pockets

24
12
2
1

Size

Application

Item-no.

54 x 49 mm
79 x 64 mm
170 x 212 mm
343 x 212 mm

35 mm mounted slides
6 x 6 slides

HF24P35MC
HF12P228C
HF2P648848C
HF1P8281348C

Clear
Size: 220 x 370 mm overall; packed per pack of 10 sheets.
Pockets

8

Size

Application

90 x 76 mm

Item-no.

HF8P67MT

HF8P67MT/10 /
AS107P12
HF8P67MT/10

Colourview (mat)
Size: 220 mm x 370 mm overall; packed per pack of 10 sheets.
Pockets

8
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Size

90 x 76 mm

Application

Item-no.

HF8P67MT/10

Standard Pockets
Standard pockets are manufactured from polyester film. The standard pocket is
open on one short side and welded on the other three. This provides a totally
safe and reliable enclosure for the most precious and vulnerable objects.
Metric
Imperial

3” x 4½”
3” x 6”
4½” x 6”
6” x 9”
6½ x 83/8”
8¼” x 10”
8½” x 12”
9” x 12”
10¼” x 12”
12” x 15”
121/8” x 165/8”
13¼” x 19¼”
16¼” x 20”
167/8” x 23½”
20½” x 28½”
23¾” x 33¼”
30½” x 40¼”
33¾” x 47½”

(mm)

76 x 112
76 x 152
115 x 155
152 x 230
160 x 215
210 x 254
220 x 305
230 x 305
260 x 305
305 x 381
310 x 425
335 x 488
412 x 508
430 x 600
521 x 725
605 x 845
775 x 1.025
857 x 1.207

Packed
suitable for:

business cards

Micron

75
50
A6 postcards
75
50
A5
75
10” x 8” prints
75
A4
75
50
12” x 10” prints
75
75
A3
75
A3 Plus (new)
75
20” x 16”prints
75
A2
75
75
A1
75
Standard O.S. map 100
A0
100

per

Item-no.

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
10
10

P176112Y75
P176152Y50
P1A6Y75
P1152230Y50
P1A5Y75
P1210254Y75
P1A4Y75
P1230305Y50
P1260305Y75
P1305381Y75
P1A3Y75
P1335488Y75
P1412508Y75
P1A2Y75
P1521725Y75
P1A1Y75
P17751025Y100
P18571207Y100

Other sizes upon request.

Available versions:
Pockets
Welded 3 sides; for maximum security.
Covers
Welded 2 adjacent sides; for easy access to surface.
Sleeves
Welded 2 long sides; for a snug fitting film enclosure.
Folders
Welded 1 long side; for a simple or temporary enclosure.
Trantec®
Welded 1 side with clip-lock fold on opposite side; for ease of access.
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Book Mark Strips
Individual lengths can be gently folded round the volume to ensure that books
will stand open where required.
125 micron
50 micron

13 mm x 25 m
13 mm x 25 m

BMS13M25Y125
BMS13M25Y50

Stamtec® Archival Philatelic Mounts
Folded Secol Polyester film, with a dry-mounting strip on reverse side.
Packed per 10 strips of 217 mm.
24 mm
26 mm
30 mm
31 mm
35 mm
41 mm
48 mm

GB Defin, Pre 1967 Commems
USA Commems
GB Commems Landscape
Channel Islands, High Values
Millennium Issues
GB Commems Portrait
Miscellaneous

STAMT24217Y75
STAMT26217Y75
STAMT30217Y75
STAMT31217Y75
STAMT35217Y75
STAMT41217Y75
STAMT48217Y75

Plan Chest
The classic storage medium to complement large format sleeves and pockets,
is the Horizontal Plan Chest. These units are based on A0-size and produced
with 8 drawers (65 mm high) or 12 drawers (37 mm high). Available in 4 colours: red, pale grey, cornflower blue and black.
Description

Dimension chest

8 drawer chest
1.367 x 947 x 875 mm
12 drawer chest
1.367 x 947 x 875 mm
8 drawer extension
1.367 x 947 x 705 mm
12 drawer extension
1.367 x 947 x 705 mm
drawer divider A0 to 2 x A1 (8 drawer)
drawer divider A0 to 2 x A1 (12 drawer)
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Dimensions drawers Ref.
1.257 x 913 x 65 mm
1.257 x 913 x 37 mm

7350
7352
7354
7356
7362
7363

“HC” Archival Pockets
Polyester “HC”-material is completely inert and acid-free. It passes both the silver
tarnish and solvent activity test, as well as the PAT test. Ideal for long-term storage
of documents, manuscripts, postcards, tickets, inkjet prints, photographs and any
paper or photographic material. Packed per pack of 100 sheets.
Size (mm)

Application

Item-no.

108 x 134
127 x 172
34 x 184
210 x 260
260 x 312
220 x 305

5” x 4” film
CD’s, etc.
5” x 7” prints
8” x 10”
10” x 12”
A4 format

HCP108134M
HCP127172M
HCP134184M
HCP210260M
HCP260312M
HCP220305M

Adhesive Tapes
Both tapes are manufactured on a very thin carrier film of polyester, coated
with a neutral dry-mount acrylic adhesive, which is exceptionally stable and
permanent.
Single sides tape (per roll)
25 mm x 66 m

PA25M66

Double sided tapes (per roll)
6 mm x 50 m
12 mm x 50 m

ARTP6M50
ARTP12M50

Permanent Markers
Black
Red
Green

MPBL1
MPRE1
MPGR1
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“D-S” Indexed Archive System
Inert, archival polyester based pockets for archiving CD, DVD, Blu Ray discs.
For easy and fast retrieval of the right disc, while saving storage space.
Flip Top Storage Box
Size
Colour:

DS01
135 x 95 x 180 mm
maroon

Pocket with index card
Pocket
Index

DS02
130 x 176 mm
44 x 122 mm

packed per 25 pieces
packed per 25 pieces

Library Edition Double Pockets
The full-depth double pocket allows a CD, DVD, Blue Ray disc to be stored
directly with a full sized insert card, or complete thumbnail reference
in separate but adjacent pockets. Packed per 50 pieces.
Double pocket
Index

125 x 160 mm
120 x 155 mm

LEC3
ICD02

Black Masks and Sleeves
For stylish appearance and total protection of single frame transparencies,
the single fold black masks are complete with Colourview sleeve.
Packed per 25 pieces.
4” x 5” overall size

35 mm apeture
6 x 6 cm apeture
6 x 7 cm apeture

BM35M45
BM66M45
BM67M45

6” x 7” overall size

4” x 5” apeture
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BM4567

Transsleeves®
Storage in Transleeves is the simplest, most effective means of
preserving all photographic images including transparencies, negatives
and prints; analogue or digital. Packed per 100 sleeves.
Format

2¼” x 2¼”
6 x 7 cm
2½” x 3½”
3¼” x 4¼”
9 x 12 cm
4” x 5”
4¾” x 6½”
5” x 7”
6½” x 8½”
8” x 10”
A4
9½” x 12”
10” x 12”
11” x 14”
12” x 15”
12” x 16”
16” x 20”
20” x 26”

Internal (mm)

66 x 64
66 x 70
66 x 89
85 x 108
93 x 120
104 x 127
123 x 165
130 x 178
168 x 216
206 x 254
212 x 298
244 x 305
257 x 305
282 x 355
308 x 381
308 x 406
409 x 508
512 x 660

Intem-no.

SL228228T
SL0607MT
SL248348T
SL328428T
SL0912MT
SL0405T
SL468648T
SL0507T
SL648848T
SL0810T
SLA4T
SL94812T
SL1012T
SL1114T
SL1215T
SL1216T
SL1620
SL2026T

Colourview® Sleeves
Colourview sleeves are glass clear at the front and soft diffused on the reverse
side. To facilitate comfortable viewing of transparencies without the need for
a light box. Packed per 100 sleeves.
Format

2¼” x 2¼”
6 x 7 cm
2½” x 3½”
9 x 12 cm
4” x 5”
5” x 7”
6½” x 8½”
8” x 10”
A4

Internal (mm)

66 x 64
66 x 70
66 x 89
93 x 120
104 x 127
130 x 178
168 x 216
206 x 254
212 x 298

Intem-no.

SL228228C
SL0607MC
SL248348C
SL0912MC
SL0405C
SL0507C
SL648848C
SL0810C
SLA4C
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Sleeve On Rolls
15 m continuous sleeving enables sleeves to be cut to individual requirements
for frames, strips or even panoramic prints. Other sizes and lengths are
available by quotation.
Format

35 mm film
35 mm mounted
6 cm film
6 x 6 mounts
70 mm film

Width

Length

Intem-no.

41 mm
53 mm
66 mm
74 mm
73 mm

15 m
15 m
15 m
15 m
15 m

RS35M15MT
RS50M15MT
RS22815MT
RS06M15MT
RS70M15MT

Postcard Sleeves
Offer superb, clear vision to both sides and proven archival safety.
Packed per 100 sleeves.
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Standard Postcard
95 x 140 mm

SLP95M140Y36

Large Postcard
110 x 155 mm

SLP110M155Y36

Trantec® Sleeves
The sleeve is welded on one long side and opens up completely for simple and
safe insertion. The sleeve is then closed and a neat welded “captive flap” locks
over the opposing edge to retain the contents safely inside and completely
protected. Also available on rolls.
Trantec® Sleeves (packed per pack of 100 sleeves)
Format

4”
4¾”
5”
6½”
8”
10”
12”
12”
16”

x
5”
x 6½”
x
7”
x 8½”
x 10”
x 12”
x 15”
x 16”
x 20”

Internal (mm)

Intem-no.

102
121
127
165
203
254
305
305
406

TT0405T
TT468648T
TT0507T
TT648848T
TT0810T
TT1012T
TT1215T
TT1216T
TT1620T

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

127
165
178
216
254
305
381
406
508

Trantec® Sleeve Rolls (roll length 15 m)
Format

35 mm
60 mm
70 mm

Intem-no.

CF35M15MT
CF22815MT
CF70M15MT

Trantec® sleeves, large format (packed per pack of 10 sleeves)
For larger prints, maps, etc. Available in two standard sizes.
Format

A1
A0

Internal (mm)

Intem-no.

605 x 845 mm
857 x 1.207 mm

TTA1Y250
TTA0Y250

Contact Print Sheets
Polyester contact print sheets are an ideal permanent storage medium for
unmounted film; the high clarity of the polyester enables contact printing of
the entire sheet without the need for the film to leave its protective enclosure.
Packed per pack of 100 sheets.
Formaat

222 x 260 mm
295 x 260 mm
275 x 260 mm
320 x 260 mm

Frames

Rows

Item-no.

6 cm frames
6 cm frames
35 mm
35 mm

3 rows x 4
4 rows x 4
6 rows x 6
7 rows x 6

CS22834222
CS22844295
CS35M66275
CS35M76320
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Divided Sheets
Unpunched divided sheets are available in three useful formats for 35 mm
and 6 mm film and made of either Transleeve (clear) or Colourview,
(translucent back) finish. Packed per 100 pieces.
Size
295 x 241 mm
295 x 241 mm
310 x 190 mm
310 x 190 mm
382 x 165 mm
382 x 165 mm

Film

Rows

Version

Item-no.

35 mm
35 mm
6 cm
6 cm
6 cm
6 cm

6 rows of 6 frames
6 rows of 6 frames
4 rows of 3 frames
4 rows of 3 frames
5 rows of 2 frames
5 rows of 2 frames

Transleeve®
Colourview®
Transleeve®
Colourview®
Transleeve®
Colourview®

DS35M66295T
DS35M66295C
DS22843310T
DS22843310C
DS22852382T
DS22852382C

TECS®
Tecs are available in all standard film sizes and will fit standard cards
and plastic mounts.
35 mm (2” x 2” mount)
per 100 pieces
per 2.000 pieces
6 x 6 cm (7 x 7 cm mount)
per 100 pieces
6 x 7 cm (8 x 8,5 cm mount)
per 100 pieces

TE0202
TE0202X20
TE228228
TE0607M

Slide Library Security System
Comprising 1.000 polyester pockets, each with a tamper-evident security label.
Images can be clearly viewed but have a red line across the centre and the
message “Fee payable if seal is broken”.
35 mm system
additional labels
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per 1.000 pieces
per 1.000 pieces

SCPRE0202LB
LB13M51

Linear measurements
1 micron
25 micron
50 micron
75 micron
100 micron

=
=
=
=
=

0,001 mm
1 MIL (1/1000”) app
2 MIL (2/1000”) app
3 MIL (3/1000”) app
4 MIL (4/1000”) app

Paper sizes imperial

Paper sizes modern

Imperial

folio
quarto
octavo

22” x 15”
15” x 20”
11” x 7½”

Royal

folio
quarto
octavo

20” x 12½”
12½” x 10”
10” x 66¼”

Crown

folio
quarto
octavo

15” x 10”
10” x 7½”
7½” x 5”

A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8

1.189 x 841 mm
841 x 594 mm
594 x 420 mm
420 x 297 mm
297 x 210 mm
210 x 148 mm
148 x 105 mm
105 x 74 mm
74 x 52 mm

Foolscap folio
quarto
octavo

13½” x 8½”
8½” x 6¾”
6¾” x 4¼”

Medium quarto
Demy
quarto
Demi
octavo

11½” x 9”
11¼” x 8¾”
8¾” x 5,62”

B0
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8

1.414 x 1.000 mm
1.000 x 707 mm
707 x 500 mm
500 x 353 mm
353 x 250 mm
250 x 176 mm
176 x 125 mm
125 x 88 mm
88 x 62 mm

C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

1.297 x 917 mm
917 x 648 mm
648 x 458 mm
458 x 324 mm
324 x 229 mm
229 x 162 mm
162 x 114 mm
114 x 81 mm
81 x 57 mm

1” = 25,4 mm
1mm = 0,03937”

The inside of this catalogue is printed on Zanders Zeta, smooth brilliant,120 gsm.
Jansen-Wijsmuller & Beuns B.V. offers various FSC certified paper qualities. SGS-COC-006872 - FSC Mixed Credit,
among which Zeta, Efalin, Spectral and Elephanthide.
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